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Abstract: Nowadays, Most Commercial 
website   offers on line services like net 
banking, on line payment, online shopping for 
people convenience. Online services require 
user ID and password for authentication. The 
peoples use mostly easy to remember 
password and these passwords are easily 
stolen by different attackers. There is a need 
to provide strong password scheme for 
password, but strong password are hard to 
remember. To conquer this problem virtual 
password scheme was introduced. This paper 
includes a detailed survey on different secure 
virtual password scheme, phishing attack 
concept and some techniques to defend 
against phishing attack through different 
virtual password scheme. 

Index Term: Virtual Password, Secret little 
function, Phishing attack 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the use of online transaction like online 
payment with credit cards, email conversation, 
net banking may invite some harmful task. Such 
online transactions require user identification 
and subsequent password. Generally, password 
schemes do not use random number because it is 
difficult to remember. Transport Layer Security 
and Secure Sockets Layer are basically 
cryptographic protocols designed to provide 

communication security over the internet [1], but 
it is based on plain text password and user ID. 
Again these authentication is easily stolen by 
some attacks including phishing, malicious 
Trojan horses, shoulder- surfing [13], malware 
(record the keystrokes) based attacks [15]. 

A one-time password avoids fixed password 
scheme since it generates a password which is 
valid for only one transaction [17]. A one-time 
password which is valid for only one transaction 
(OTP) provides security against replay attack 
because it is not fixed password. A time-
synchronization method of OTP method requires 
the token and the computer system. Both are 
used to generate numeric version of current time 
which is then run it through algebraic process, 
but using OTP it is difficult for user with un-
trusted machine [18]. 

Predefined encryption algorithm are based on 
conventional cipher and in modern ciphers keys 
are kept to secret. However, these authentication 
processes are at a standstill susceptible to known 
attacks like phishing attack, password stealing 
Trojan programs and shoulder surfing, key 
loggers, mobile malware attack. 

Another online transaction on the internet 
referred as online banking is an electronic 
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banking system allows user to access easily to 
their banking activities such as retrieving an 
account, history record of online transaction. To 
access online banking facility users have to 
register with their websites and need to set up 
password for user authentication. So, here user 
must keep their password as secret as being 
stolen by any adversary. 

How to crack user password in online 
environment is not a new thing, but it has become 
an interesting research area. There are no of 
attacks like phishing attack which is continual 
threat, an example of phishing of cooperative 
commerce techniques used to mislead users, to 
crack the current web security technologies [3]. 
A famous method of thieving people password 
and personal information by capturing users 
shoulders using hidden camera [16]. A software 
application, Trojan Redirector [10] was designed 
to redirect end-users network traffic to a location 
to where it was not intended. This includes crime 
ware that changes hosts and other DNS specific 
information, crime ware browser-mobile objects 
that may install a network level driver or to 
redirect users to fraudulent locations [8]. 

Commercial websites require user ID for 
registering and password for user authentication. 
A system verifies a user using the user’s unique 
ID and hidden password which is provided by the 
user. In this scheme user’s ID and password are 
static, easily remembered, can be stolen by 
others and then used to crack the user’s account. 
Furthermore, static password cannot take 
random number since it is difficult to remember. 
There is a need to change or add some 
complexity in static password system. There is 
no of applications to create strong dynamic 
password generator, virtual password generator, 
but all are based on conventional encryption 
algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

A. Virtual Password Scheme: 

To deal with above mentioned challenges, by [5] 
virtual password scheme can be used. A virtual 
password concept is based on arbitrary string, 
generated differently each time and further 
returned to the server for authentication. 

A virtual password P is composed of two parts, a 
fixed alphanumeric X containing hidden 
parameters given by the user and a function F 
from S to S, where the S is the letter space which 
can be used for passwords. So, virtual password  
P is defined as (X,B) where hidden parameters 
X=x1,x2,x3,x4….xn ,xi£Z ,Z will be the all 
password characters and B (F,R) where 
R=r1,r2,r3,r4….rn. Some human computing is 
needed to generate virtual password based on 
after user registration system will pop up 
function that could use random salt and hidden 
parameters. In addition to this scheme, a secure 
method has been proposed with differentiated 
virtual password scheme [12] including secret 
security level from lower to higher provide by 
secret little functions with system recommended 
function, user specified approach and indirect 
approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Differentiated Virtual Password Scheme 
Registration 

 

Differentiated registration approach among the 

followings:  

() Default password Scheme   

() Use a system recommended virtual password 

function 

                () Use function1 

                () Use function2 

                () Use function3 

() Use a user defined function 

() Indirect‐specified system function Low (), 

Medium (), High (), or Very High () 

() Use a user defined program (C or Java) 
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Above figure shows a differentiated security 
mechanism for system registration in which the 
system allows users to choose a registration 
scheme ranging from the simplest one (default) 
to a relatively complex one, where a registration 
scheme includes a way to choose a virtual 
password function. For user authentication 
server needs to verify the user if F is a bijective 
functions. If F is not a bijective function, than the 
server has to find the user’s record from the 
database on the user’s ID, then it computes 
virtual password and compares it with the one 
provided by the user. 

B. Phishing Attack:   

Phishing is a frequent threat that keeps growing 
to this day. Phishing is the way of acquiring 
vulnerable information such as usernames, 
passwords, and credit card details by 
masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an 
electronic communication and Email spoofing 
and instant messages are web application in 
which phishing are typical carried out [3]. 

Various types of phishing attacks have now been 
identified like deceptive phishing, Malware –
based phishing, Key loggers and Screen loggers, 
Session Hijacking. With phishing user cannot 
identify whether the website is fake or real. 

Phishing email will direct the user to visit a 
website where they are asked to update personal 
information, such as a password credit card, 
social security or bank account numbers. The 
website, however is bogus and set up only to 
steal the information which user enters on the 
page [21]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A lots of techniques have been discovered and 
defined to defend against phishing attack. The 
following section gives a brief review of various 
technique for the same and virtual password 
scheme. 

Through phishing email users are directed to 
visit a bogus website where they are asked to 
update sensitive information such as a password, 

credit card or bank account numbers. Spam 
Assassin [9] is a computer program released 
under the Apache License 2.0 used for e-mail 
spam filtering based on content-matching rules, 
in which the program can be integrated with the 
mail server to automatically   filter all for a site. 
It can also be run individual users on their own 
mailbox and integrates with several programs. 
These servers are not useful when an attacker 
hijacks virus-infected PC. 

To deal with junk email M. Shahami  [14] 
automated construction of filters to eliminate 
unwanted mail form the user mail stream using 
Bayesian classifier, a Bayesian network applied 
to classification task. They included 
approximately 20 non-phrasal, domain specific 
features into their junk e-mail filter. 

An application, APS RBL is a real-time black 
hole list [21] with the use of DNS list to identify 
hosts which have been coupled with the sending 
of spam mail. Companies and ISPs can acquire 
from which IP addresses to obstruct traffic. 
Unwanted emails can be prevented using 
multiple black hole services. However blacklists 
of spamming/phishing mail servers are not useful 
when an attacker hijacks a PC and specified 
system require regular administrator. 

By [6], a flexible sender validation small fry is a 
validation practice for sending some kind of fake 
email address. This system uses unneeded copies 
of IP data to permit both efficient use by very 
high-volume mail servers and simple 
implementation on low to moderate volume mail 
servers. 

A re-encryption scheme [2] that recognize a 
stronger notion of security and proxy encryption 
as a method of adding access control to a secure 
file system.  

Trust Bar [11] is a secure user interface add-on 
to browsers. It identifies the site and the 
certificate authority. To prevent unwanted pages 
Trust Bar displays highly visible warning. For 
defending against phishing websites, they 
developed some web browser toolbars to inform 
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a user of the reputation and origin of the websites 
which they are currently visiting. Phishing filters 
and toolbars are designed to protect the web 
surfer from collectively engineered phishing 
scams which try to trick the intended victim into 
visiting a fraudulent website disguised to look 
like a valid e-Commerce or banking site. 

The Net craft Anti-phishing [20] toolbar is a 
community-based reporting indicative which 
gives higher weight to report from expert or 
highly trusted users. This helps ensure rapid 
discovery and prevention of newly discovered 
phishing sites while lowering the potential for 
false positives. 

In [4] a browser extension, password hashing 
technique that transparently produces a different 
password for each site, improving web password 
security and defending against password 
phishing and other attacks, the authors 
implemented password hashing. It is an 
extension of the web browser, a web proxy, or a 
stand-alone Java Applet. 

Diffie-Hellman protocol [7] which is also known 
as exponential key exchange is one kind of 
digital encryption for establishing a shared secret 
over an unsecured communication channel and 
first published by Whitfield Diffie and martin 
Hellman in 1976. 

One time password [17] is valid for one time 
login and it protects the password against replay 
attack. One password is based on approaches like 
time synchronization and depend on the 
challenge. The advantage is, it is a dynamic 
password [18]. 

In [5] a new way of protecting users from 
adversary, a virtual password scheme was 
introduced. This scheme include small amount of 
human computing for security purpose and can 
be used for authentication. They have adopted 
user determine randomized linear generation 
function. The user hidden parameters and system 
generated function are collectively formed into 
virtual password. 

Defend against Phishing Attack using virtual 
password: 

The virtual password scheme to protect user 
from password theft with randomized linear 
function for phisher where c, a, x1, x2, are 
unknown. They only know k1, k2, k3…... kn, y1, 
y2…yn. And this scheme can remove the 
possibility of multiple attack. 

Among differentiated virtual password scheme 
[12] authors also purposed two other schemes 
codebook and reference switching. These 
schemes can defend phishing attack by secret 
little function. Since each time the system read 
only virtual password, the phishing attacker 
could get virtual password but it could not get 
hidden parameters. 

III.CONCLUSION 

The survey of this paper makes knowledge about 
the most aggressive password stealing attack and 
protection method available for the online 
network communication. The protection of the 
password is a critical thing in online system. 
Using different schemes for virtual password 
mechanism for online transactions people can 
prevent their password being stolen. In future we 
try to implement new mechanism from this 
survey that makes help to provide security 
against phishing attack. 
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